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Hello everyone,

What a strange few months it has been! It was foolish of me not to invest in buying shares in Zoom at the start of lockdown. As normality haltingly begins to resume, we can reflect on what a vast impact that this viral pandemic has had on countries all around the globe.

Dentistry has always maintained a sterile environment, but post-COVID-19 practice has nonetheless evolved into a tightly regimented new way of treating patients. The recent sphere of AGPs is a microcosm of other faculties, even outside the healthcare sector; substantial modifications have been made in the way jobs are now coordinated.

As a student, the chunk of missed clinic time is quite worrying. My friends and I frequently fret about our manual skills deteriorating in the privation of time spent with our patients. Having learnt a significant proportion of theory in the first few years of dental school, the summer term was supposed to equip us with further application of this theory in practice. It is quite frustrating for us (and undoubtedly the tutors also), to have been quarantined whilst in the middle of several courses learning new skills in the labs. Despite thorough online teaching, there are certain subjects that you simply cannot learn through a screen.

Understandably, the laboratories are primarily being utilised in the reskilling of current fourth years, who will soon be final year students. However, the prospect of returning to clinics and carrying out endodontic treatment or trying your first suture post-exodontia, having had this much time away, is simultaneously daunting yet incredibly exciting. Having been given a snippet of clinical dentistry and then had months taken away it has delineated how much we miss our clinics, seeing friends and our busy schedules.

The value of constant communication has been further elucidated in this time period, in aid of retaining sanity, especially when in lockdown with multiple family members in a busy household. Hopefully, those of you that have spent isolation unaccompanied have found peace in your own presence and had regular chats with those dearest to you. I envisage that living through this significant episode in history, will allow us to find gratitude in the simple mundane acts, such as buying a hot drink in your favourite coffee shop and modest pleasures like hugging friends. In anticipation of the closure of this disruptive chapter of our lives, I wish that you all remain safe and healthy.
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